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API Healthcare Professional Category Feedback – Main Emerging Theme

Generators of Data Where does data go?

Recipients of Feedback How to use data?

Subjects of Observation What does data mean?

Revealed Causes of Burden in Hand Hygiene Auditing
The 30 Healthcare Professionals involved from all areas of the
Audit Process (Figure 1) expressed confusion and frustration with
the role of Audit feedback (Table 1 - below).

1. Lack of clarity with regard to Feedback (Figure 2)

2. Lack of Synergy between Training & Measurement (Figure 3)

Figure 3: Burden - Lack of
synergy between training
(WHO 5 Moments, top left) and
measurement (ICNA, bottom).

Participants found it hard to
link training with identified
weaknesses, hindering
effective improvement
planning & communication

Figure 2: Identified Burden
- Lack of clarity with regard
to Feedback

Current State Map
illustrating the Hand
Hygiene Audit process at
Case Study Site, highlighting
areas of perceived burden
(dotted purple lines) stemming
from lack of clarity with
regard to Feedback

Figure 1: Audit Process Involvement (API) diagram
Representing involvement & relationships of groups
in current Hand Hygiene Audit Process

Figure 4: Moments 2 or 3
impossible for technology to detect

Potential for Technology in Hand Hygiene Measurement
A purpose-designed Fit-For-Purpose Matrix (Table 2) assessed
current technologies against 8 criteria, designed to ensure data
would have ‘Meaning’ for Healthcare Professionals.

Interviews with Healthcare Professionals revealed interest in
technologies to explore personal trends in Hand Hygiene, to
allow focus on areas of weakness, giving meaning to feedback
data at WHO Moments 1, 4 and 5. However issues of anonymity,
accuracy & Fit-For-Purpose were paramount. No technology yet
seen as a reliable method of auditing the WHO 5 Moments.

Fit-For- Purpose Criteria Fulfils Criteria If…

Monitoring Technologies discuss ability to Monitor Healthcare

Professional Hand Hygiene – can the technology

detect whether Hand Hygiene is being performed?

Measurement Technologies discuss ability to Measure Healthcare

Professional Hand Hygiene – can the technology

provide information about Hand Hygiene performed?

Feedback Technologies provide Feedback about Healthcare

Professional Hand Hygiene – either Real-Time (such

as beeping, flashing, vibrating prompts) and/or

through data reporting.

WHO 5 Moments All of the above should be around the 5 Moments:

1. Before Touching a Patient

2. Before Clean/Aseptic Procedure

3. After Body Fluid exposure risk

4. After Touching a Patient

5. After Touching Patient surroundings

Table 2: Fit-For-Purpose Matrix – Revealed Technologies only able to
Monitor, Measure and provide Feedback at Moments 1, 4 and 5
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Measuring Hand Hygiene – If we cannot measure it, we cannot improve it…
Effective Hand Hygiene has been shown to remove contamination from hand surfaces, preventing spread of infection.
Despite such evidence, Healthcare Professional Hand Hygiene compliance rates are widely found to be <100%.
To aid understanding of when to perform Hand Hygiene, the WHO developed “5 Moments for Hand Hygiene”– evidence based
guidelines of key moments of risk for infection transmission . Measurement programmes using these have proved highly successful.
Auditing tools monitor, measure & feedback Hand Hygiene performance - yet even the WHO Gold Standard method of direct
observation is resource costly, and may alter behaviour. As part of a mixed methods Case Study, two studies explored current
measurement processes within an NHS setting to consider technology as a potential alternative for measuring Hand Hygiene.

“Meaningless Data” in Hand Hygiene
Auditing: A Study in the NHS

Interview and observational methods within a
large NHS hospital in England examined the
current measurement process of Hand Hygiene,
including Healthcare Professionals involved in
the Audit Process (Figure 1). Weaknesses
led the majority of Participants to conclude
audit feedback is often “Meaningless”.

Are Technologies to Measure Hand Hygiene
able to deliver “Meaningful Data”?

Reviews of current Hand Hygiene technologies
(Electronic Surveillance systems) and interviews
with Healthcare Professionals at a large NHS
hospital in England investigated potential
for technology to provide ‘Meaningful Data’.
None of the 19 technologies reviewed were
able to detect all WHO 5 Moments (Figure 4).

Healthcare Professionals showed
interest in technology, but had
concerns about ‘Fit-For-Purpose’.


